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This article reflects discussion by the WHO ICD-11 Working Group on the Classification of ObsessiveCompulsive and Related Disorders. After reviewing the historical classification of tic disorders, this
article discusses their placement in ICD-11. Existing problems with diagnostic labels and criteria,
appropriate placement of the tic disorders category within the ICD-11 system, and pragmatic factors
affecting classification are reviewed. The article ends with recommendations to (a) maintain
consistency with the DSM-5 diagnostic labels for tic disorders, (b) add a minimum duration guideline
for a provisional tic disorder diagnosis, (c) remove the multiple motor tic guideline for the diagnosis of
Tourette disorder, and (d) co-parent the tic disorder diagnoses in the disorders of the nervous system
and the mental and behavioral disorders categories, with secondary co-parenting in the obsessivecompulsive and related disorders and neurodevelopmental disorders sections.
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Introduction
This article reviews the current diagnostic status of tic
disorders in the ICD-101 and the DSM-IV,2 as well as
problems created by the existing structures, and describes the DSM-5 classification for tic disorders, along
with various options for classification in the upcoming
ICD-11. The paper closes with recommendations for the
ICD-11 classification of tic disorders.

Historical background
Since the recognition of Tourette syndrome and related
tic disorders as distinct syndromes, the appropriate home
for their classification has been debated. In 1885, a
French physician, Gilles de la Tourette, described the
condition that would ultimately bear his name. In his initial
description, Gilles de la Tourette noted many of the
features that reflect the modern understanding of the
disorder. He noted its childhood onset, presence of both
motor and vocal symptoms, male preponderance, waxing
and waning of symptoms, the heritability of the condition,
and the ability of treatment to manage, but not cure,
symptoms.3 Interestingly, 12 years before Gilles de la
Tourette described the syndrome, another French physician, Armand Trousseau, also noted a condition that
involved repetitive motor and vocal tics.4 Although both
men described a condition in which the ‘‘mental status’’ of
the patients was relatively normal, Trousseau described a
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chronic condition that was focused primarily on motor and
vocal tic symptoms. He noted that the tics could occur in
‘‘infinite’’ forms, often changed location, were hereditary,
and that parents and other family members of persons
with these disorders often experienced ‘‘different neuroses.’’ Nevertheless, his description focused primarily on
the tic symptoms. In contrast, Gilles de la Tourette viewed
the disorder as more complicated, emphasizing to a much
greater degree the symptoms of coprolalia and echolalia/
echopraxia. Likewise, he initially believed the disorder to
be degenerative and was criticized by colleagues for not
separating true ‘‘neurologic’’ symptoms from those
brought about by other psychiatric conditions.5
From these initial biological interpretations of the
disorder, Meige & Feindel began to include traditional
psychiatric factors to enhance its understanding, noting
that ‘‘the first manifestations of tic have their origin in and
are dependent on, cortical activity…’’ (p. 49), and that
‘‘consensus of opinion admits diminution of will power
to be the cardinal mental symptom of the tic patient’’
(p. 55).6 Essentially, Meige & Feindel suggested that tics
were brought on by the repetition of a motoric action that
eventually became habitual, but could not be stopped
because the patient lacked the strength of will to do so,
a weakness they attributed to parenting. As Meige &
Feindel stated, ‘‘Exercise of the will can check the
convulsive movement, but it is unfortunately in will power
that the patient is lacking (p. 74)… for tics, generally
speaking, are nothing more than bad habits, which, in the
absence of all restraining influence, negligence and
weakness on the side of the parents have allowed to
degenerate into veritable infirmities (p. 77).’’
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Meige & Feindel6 went even further, suggesting that
some of the other behavioral problems that frequently
co-occurred with tics, conditions similar to modern
day attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and
obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), were in part due
to the same underlying ‘‘mental instability’’ that caused
tics. For example, they stated that ‘‘mental instability is
not uncommonly associated with a general restlessness
and fidgetiness during intervals of respite from the actual
tics’’ (p. 81). Likewise, they observed, ‘‘… if we compare
the psychical stigmata of obsessional patients – the
asymmetry of their mental development, their intellectual
inequalities and lack of harmony, their alternating excitability and depression, their unconventionalities, eccentricities, and imaginativeness, their timidity, whimsicalness,
sensitiveness, and all the other indications of a psychopathic constitution – if these are compared with the mental
equipment of the sufferer from tic, we cannot but notice
intimate analogies between the two, analogies corroborated by a glance at their symptomatology’’ (p. 83).6
Researchers have always recognized the neurological
basis of Tourette disorder, but the influence of psychiatric/psychological factors on symptom expression and as
a part of the presentation of this disorder has varied.
Interestingly, this continues today. In the DSM-5, Tourette
disorder is defined simply as a cluster of motor and vocal
tics7; yet, others suggest that Tourette disorder occurs
along a spectrum ranging from relatively benign motor
and vocal tics to a complex cluster of psychiatric
conditions that includes motor and vocal tics along with
copro- and echophenomena, ADHD, and obsessivecompulsive features.8
Perhaps due to the varied ways in which it has been
conceptualized, Tourette disorder has not been easily
classified. After the initial description by Gilles de la
Tourette, it was adopted primarily as a psychogenic
illness and viewed through a psychodynamic/psychoanalytic lens.9 However, after antipsychotic medications
were found to be effective in the management of Tourette
disorder,10 the neurobiological basis of the disorder
became the dominant model. In more recent years, the
conceptualization of Tourette disorder as a biologically
based condition that is highly influenced by psychocontextual factors has emerged, given the growing
research demonstrating the efficacy of behavioral
approaches for the treatment of tics.11 Of course, the
efficacy of a particular mode of treatment should not be
viewed as evidence of a disorder’s cause, but with the
discovery that different modalities of treatment could be
effective, the broad factors seen as impacting symptoms
have changed, and this has resulted in various approaches to classification. Diagnostically, tics were
included in the first version of the DSM, though they
were categorized as ‘‘neurotic traits’’ and viewed as a
symptom of an underlying neurosis.12 In the more recent
revisions of the DSM, tic disorders have been divorced
from their presumed causes in the classification structure.
Tics were listed in multiple categories of ICD-6,13 and,
ever since, tic disorders have been classified continuously within both the DSM and ICD systems.
Rev Bras Psiquiatr. 2014;36(Suppl 1)

Summary of ICD-10 approaches
The ICD-10 and DSM-IV approaches to the classification of
tic disorders were largely similar.2 With the exception of
tics due to drug use, tic disorders were placed in the mental
and behavioral disorders category of ICD-10. ICD-10 utilized
the following diagnostic labels for the various tic disorders:
transient tic disorder; chronic motor and/or vocal tic disorders;
combined vocal-multiple motor tic disorder (Tourette
disorder); other tic disorder; and tic disorder, unspecified.

Comparison of DSM-IV, ICD-10, and DSM-5
approaches
Table 1 provides a comparison of the tic disorder
diagnoses in DSM-IV,2 DSM-5,7 and ICD-10.1 In DSMIV,2 Tourette disorder and other tic disorders were placed
in the diagnostic grouping of ‘‘disorders usually first
diagnosed in infancy, childhood, or adolescence.’’ Thus,
tic disorders shared their diagnostic umbrella with other
categories, such as mental retardation, learning disorders,
ADHD, elimination disorders, autism and other pervasive
developmental disorders (PDD), and feeding disorders.
Within the tic disorder category, DSM-IV outlined four
specific tic disorders: transient tic disorder; chronic motor
or vocal tic disorder; Tourette disorder; and tic disorder, not
otherwise specified (NOS). Overall, DSM-IV and ICD-10
were very similar in their types of tic disorder diagnoses, as
well as in the specific criteria/guidelines for diagnosis.
Placed in the primary parent category of mental and
behavioral disorders within the ICD-10, tic disorders were
in the subcategory of behavioral and emotional disorders
with onset usually occurring in childhood and adolescence.
Other disorders in this subcategory included, but were not
limited to, hyperkinetic disorders, conduct disorders,
separation anxiety disorder of childhood, sibling rivalry
disorder, elimination disorders, elective mutism, reactive
attachment disorder, pica, stuttering, and cluttering.
DSM-5 made relatively few substantive changes with
respect to the DSM-IV tic disorders category. Although
the DSM-5 retained the concepts of transient tic disorder,
chronic motor/vocal tic disorder, Tourette disorder, and tic
disorder NOS, the labels used for these disorders differed
slightly from those of DSM-IV. In particular, DSM-5
changed the name of transient tic disorder to provisional
tic disorder, and chronic motor/vocal tic disorder became
persistent motor or vocal tic disorder. In addition, the
DSM-5 added categories of substance-induced tic disorder and tic disorder due to a general medical condition.

Issues considered for ICD-11
From the Working Group’s perspective, there were
various problems with respect to the ICD-10 guidelines
and DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for tic disorders. Some of
these were addressed with the DSM-5, but some were
either not addressed or addressed in a way that led to
unresolved issues. Each of these issues is described
below. The article ends with recommendations for ICD-11
and the rationale for those recommendations.
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Table 1 Differences between DSM-IV, DSM-5, ICD-10, and proposed ICD-11 categories and labels for tic disorders
Labels

Parent category

DSM-IV

Tourette’s disorder; chronic motor or vocal
tic disorder; transient tic disorder;
tic disorder not otherwise specified

Disorders of infancy, childhood, & adolescence

ICD-10

Combined vocal and multiple motor tic
disorder (de la Tourette); chronic motor or
vocal tic disorder; transient tic disorder;
other tic disorders; tic disorder, unspecified

Behavioral and emotional disorders with onset
usually occurring in childhood and adolescence

DSM-5

Tourette’s disorder; persistent (chronic)
motor or vocal tic disorder provisional
tic disorder; other specified tic disorder;
unspecified tic disorder

Neurodevelopmental disorders

ICD-11 (proposed)

Tourette syndrome (combined vocal and
motor tic disorder); persistent (chronic) motor
or phonic tics; provisional tic disorder;
substance-induced tic disorder; tic disorder
due to general medical condition

Disorders of nervous system – primary;
mental and behavioral disorders – secondary;
obsessive-compulsive and related disorders;
neurodevelopmental disorders

Problems with definitions
With respect to ICD-10, aspects of the diagnostic labels
and some of the diagnostic guidelines were problematic.
The first problem involved the transient tic disorder
diagnosis. Two issues emerge with the diagnosis of
transient tic disorder. First, the term ‘‘transient’’ is
problematic, as it implies tics will last only a short time
and that the problem will pass. Second, the diagnosis can
only be rendered accurately ex post facto. Under current
guidelines, tics must be present for less than 1 year to
receive a transient tic disorder diagnosis. However, the
clinician cannot know whether this is true until at least 1
year has passed. If tics had come and gone within that
year, then a transient tic disorder would have been
appropriate. However, if the tics were still present at the
end of the year, then the diagnosis would either be
Tourette disorder or chronic motor/vocal tic disorder. The
label ‘‘transient’’ is misleading and uninformative with
respect to predicting the potential course of illness, and
does not appear to convey useful clinical information,
except that the person has tics.
A second problem involves the amount of time for
which patients were required to exhibit symptoms before
being diagnosed with transient tic disorder. In DSM-IV,2
symptoms had to be present for at least 4 weeks before
transient tic disorder could be diagnosed.2 The 4-week
criterion was arbitrary, and, perhaps for that reason,
neither ICD-10,1 nor DSM-57 required it. Nevertheless,
there may be a good reason for ICD-11 to include a
minimum duration guideline. Tics are quite common and
truly transient in young children. Estimates suggest that
as many as 20% of school-aged children may exhibit
tics.14 Under the current diagnostic guidelines of ICD-10
or DSM-5, a child who exhibits hard eye-blinking over 1 or
2 days could be diagnosed with either transient or
provisional tic disorder. Having a minimum duration could
preclude the overdiagnosis of tic disorder in children.
A third problem involves the temporal distribution of tics
required in DSM-IV for diagnoses of Tourette disorder
and chronic motor/vocal tic disorder. Specifically, both

disorders require that tics occur for at least 1 year, but
that there not be a tic-free period of more than 3
consecutive months. This is problematic, because tics
wax and wane. As a result, there may be periods of
greater than 3 months in which tics become imperceptible
or completely absent. ICD-10 did not include this as a
guideline, and DSM-5 eliminated it, but it is an issue the
ICD-11 revision must consider.
A fourth problem involves the criteria for Tourette
disorder. In DSM-IV, DSM-5, and ICD-10, the minimum
criteria for a diagnosis requires multiple motor tics and at
least one vocal tic. However, it is unclear why these
criteria were chosen. The primary feature that sets
Tourette disorder apart from the chronic motor or vocal
tic disorder is the presence of both motor and vocal
symptoms. Most patients with Tourette exhibit multiple
motor and vocal tics, but should a patient exhibit one
motor tic and five vocal tics, or one motor and one vocal
tic, for example, he or she would not have a Tourette
diagnosis when adhering strictly to criteria. The requirement that multiple motor tics exist seems arbitrary and
unnecessarily exclusive.
The final question regarding the diagnostic guidelines
is whether chronic motor or vocal tic disorders should be
separate from Tourette disorder. One could argue that
the distinction between vocal and motor tics is arbitrary
and that, ultimately, all tics involve movement (i.e., sound
is not possible without movement). In addition, some data
suggest that chronic motor/vocal tic disorder and Tourette
disorder are similar with respect to general psychiatric
comorbidity as well as neuropsychological and psychosocial impairments.15 Nevertheless, data also suggest
that individuals with chronic motor/vocal tic disorder and
Tourette disorder differ in rates of co-occurring OCD,
oppositional defiant disorder (ODD), and simple phobias,15 with those in the Tourette disorder group exhibiting higher rates.
In addition, recent factor analysis findings suggest that
differentiating the disorders on the basis of tic complexity
may have greater predictive power. For example, Mathews
et al.16 delineated two tic symptom clusters (simple tics
Rev Bras Psiquiatr. 2014;36(Suppl 1)
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and complex tics) and found that the complex cluster was
much more highly related to greater tic severity, impairment, and comorbid OCD. Interestingly, a third factor
analytic study17 also found factors that separated out more
simple tics from what could be considered more complex
tics. Conducted in the context of a heritability study, this
research showed that the simple tic factor was unrelated to
ADHD and OCD in first-degree relatives of the Touretteaffected probands, but the complex tic factor was related to
ADHD and OCD in the relatives.
Appropriate placement within the ICD system
Among the WHO ICD-11 Working Group on the
Classification of Obsessive-Compulsive and Related
Disorders, there was little disagreement regarding the
retention of DSM-5 tic disorder diagnostic labels for
incorporation into ICD-11. Rather, the primary questions
for ICD-11 had to do with the appropriate parent
categories in which the tic disorders group should be
housed. In making these decisions, one must consider
that the purpose of the ICD-11 is to ensure that disorders
and diseases be effectively recognized and treated. As
such, guidelines need to be clear, and categorization of
disorders needs to be arranged effectively so those
health care professionals most likely to contact and treat
persons with these disorders are able to recognize them.
Tic disorders exist at the crossroads of neurology and
psychiatry. Furthermore, within psychiatry, these disorders are often viewed as either a neurodevelopmental
disorder, existing in the same diagnostic category as
ADHD and autism, or as disorders more similar to those
in the obsessive-compulsive spectrum. From a purely
scientific perspective, strong reasons exist to categorize
tic disorders into any of the aforementioned groupings.
Clearly, tic disorders involve disordered movement
resulting from dysregulated brain circuitry that is widely
involved in many other movement disorders.18 For this
reason, classification as a neurological disorder is
appropriate. However, it is also well understood that tic
disorders have features that are unlike those of many
other movement disorders (i.e., premonitory urges,
controllability, etc.), are highly influenced by behavioral
factors,19 and frequently co-occur with a number of other
psychiatric disorders, thus making classification as a
psychiatric disorder appropriate.
Within the context of psychiatric classification, tic
disorders historically have been classified as a developmental disorder, in the same category as ADHD,
Asperger’s disorder, autism, and elimination disorders.
Indeed, there are good reasons for this grouping. Tic
disorders almost always have a childhood onset, and,
arguably, the most common psychiatric comorbidity in
persons with tic disorders is ADHD. Furthermore, tic
disorder rates are much higher in children with autism
spectrum disorders,20 and some research suggests that
response inhibition deficits, a problem shared by persons
with ADHD, exist in children with tic disorders.21
Nevertheless, the existing data are not entirely consistent with the notion that tic disorders should be
Rev Bras Psiquiatr. 2014;36(Suppl 1)

grouped in with the other neurodevelopmental disorders.
Although there is a generally higher prevalence of PDD in
the Tourette disorder population (i.e., ,5% of Tourette
disorder population may have some form of PDD),22 this
research is limited and often does not control for the fact
that ADHD, frequently comorbid with Tourette disorder,
confers a documented increase in risk for a PDD
diagnosis.23 In fact, outside of the comorbidity with
ADHD, there is little evidence that the incidence or
prevalence of many other neurodevelopmental disorders
is higher in children with tic disorders. For example,
mental retardation and learning disorders appear to be no
more common in children with Tourette disorder than in
normal children,24 nor are elimination disorders, stuttering, or other language disorders more common in the
Tourette disorder population.25 More recent data even
suggest that ADHD may not be the most common
comorbid psychiatric disorder in persons with Tourette
disorder26; studies showing that response inhibition is a
core deficit in children with tic disorders have not been
uniformly replicated, and some research suggests the
response inhibition deficits found in the Tourette population may be due to the presence of comorbid ADHD
rather than a deficit specific to tic disorders.27
Furthermore, there is little evidence that children with
pure tic disorders are affected by the language and social
delays that affect children with autism spectrum disorders,28 and recent family genetic studies have found
negligible direct heritability between tic disorders and
ADHD.8
Credible scientific arguments can also be made for and
against the placement of tic disorders in the obsessivecompulsive and related disorders (OCRD) category.
From a phenomenological perspective, both tic disorders
and OCD are often preceded by an uncomfortable/
unpleasant internal sensation that is temporarily relieved
contingent on a repetitive behavior. In the case of OCD,
these events are most often cognitions or autonomic
arousal, whereas in the case of tics, the phenomena are
more often sensory in nature, and are called ‘‘premonitory
urges.’’29 In both cases, a repetitive behavior (compulsion
in the case of OCD; tics in the case of tic disorder) serves
to temporarily reduce the aversive experience.
In addition to the phenomenological similarities
between tics and OCD, there are other sources of
evidence supporting their co-location in the ICD-11.
First, numerous studies have shown a high degree of
comorbidity between Tourette disorder and OCD.26 In
fact, a recent large study on a community-based sample
found that the most common comorbidity in children with
tic disorders was OCD, not ADHD.26 Second, there is
strong evidence from family studies supporting the
genetic link between OCD and tic disorders.30 Third,
recent imaging studies suggest that both OCD and tic
disorders involve disruption in the corticostriatal thalamocortical pathways.31 Fourth, factor analytic studies
suggest that one cluster of tic symptoms (i.e., complex
tics) is highly related to OCD severity,17 and that specific
clusters of OCD symptoms (e.g., symmetry) are related to
tic symptoms.32 Finally, both OCD and tic disorders
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respond to behavioral treatments (exposure and response
prevention in OCD; habit reversal in tic disorders) that
appear to share a similar mechanism of change – namely,
habituation to aversive cognitive, autonomic, or sensory
experiences.11
Despite these arguments for including tic disorders in
the obsessive-compulsive spectrum category, there are
findings that argue against such a classification. First,
medications often used to effectively treat OCD (i.e.,
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors) are not effective in
reducing tics.33 Second, there are great differences in the
ages of onset between the two disorders. Tic disorders
almost always start in early childhood, whereas OCD
often begins later.34 Third, the two disorders tend to have
different courses. Left untreated, a substantial proportion
of children with tic disorders will remit after peak severity
in early adolescence.35 The outcome in persons with
OCD is less clear. Approximately 50% of children with
OCD will remit by adulthood, particularly those with a
comorbid tic disorder.36 However, in adult OCD, the
prognosis is slightly less positive, with many improving
but still retaining core symptoms of the disorder.37
Overall, scientific/logical reasons exist to place tic
disorders in any of the three aforementioned categories
(disorders of the nervous system, neurodevelopmental
disorders, and obsessive-compulsive spectrum disorders). As a result, one should also consider pragmatic
reasons for appropriate classifications.
Pragmatic factors
ICD-11 considers not only the scientific appropriateness
of classification, but the pragmatic effect (i.e., the clinical
utility) of the classification system on the recognition and
effective treatment of illness. The appropriate ‘‘home’’ for
tic disorders may differ when viewed through such a lens.
Ultimately, when considering this issue, one must look at
(a) the number and type of providers available to
recognize and treat the problem, (b) the other conditions
that often co-occur, (c) the treatment options that exist
and which types of disciplines provide such options, and
(d) the effect classification may have on the perception of
those with the problem. In doing so, a global perspective
must be considered.
Primary care physicians are the most often the first
health care professionals to see tic disorders, and have
the ability to recognize the condition and either treat or
refer for treatment.38 If and when a referral happens, it is
likely to either a neurologist or a psychiatrist. Referral to a
psychologist or therapist is much less common.38 For this
reason, it would be beneficial for the disorder to be
recognized as both a disorder of the nervous system and
as a mental or behavioral health condition.
Another factor to consider involves the types of
conditions that often co-occur with tic disorders. The
most common co-occurring conditions include ADHD and
OCD. Thus, it is important to categorize tics in such a way
that care providers who may be more apt to recognize
ADHD and OCD will also recognize tic disorders as a
distinct diagnostic entity that may require separate
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intervention. Tics can often be confused for motoric
hyperactivity, and complex tics can be misdiagnosed as
symptoms of OCD. However, having tic disorders
appropriately categorized can ensure that specialists in
ADHD and OCD at least consider the possibility of a
comorbid tic disorder if appropriate.
When considering that part of the ICD’s purpose is to
enhance the treatment being received around the world, it
must be considered that categorization may lead to
treatment accessibility or treatment practices that are
more common within a particular subdiscipline. With
respect to the treatment of tics, it is well understood in
both neurology and psychiatry that the two most effective
classes of medication for tics are alpha-2 adrenergic
agonists and antipsychotics.10 There is also growing
recognition that behavior therapy is an effective option.11
Because psychologists may be much more likely to work
alongside psychiatrists than neurologists, it is possible that
categorizing tic disorders as only a disorder of the nervous
system could result in fewer providers being aware of, and
ultimately fewer patients benefitting from, behavior therapy
for tics. Another common problem confronted by those
who treat children with tic disorders is how to effectively
treat the commonly co-occurring ADHD. Despite early
concerns about the use of stimulant medications to treat
ADHD in children with tic disorders, recent evidence
suggests that such medications are typically safe and
effective.39 However, if a health care professional does not
routinely manage ADHD symptoms, he or she may
operate under a dated understanding of current ADHD
treatment protocols for children with tics.
The final consideration that should be weighed is the
impact classification can have on persons with the
disorder. Since the early psychoanalytic interpretations of
Tourette disorder,9 patient advocacy groups have argued
that it should be conceptualized as a biologically rather
than a psychologically based problem.40 The establishment of antipsychotic medications as an effective treatment for tics was a turning point in the conceptualization of
tic disorders from a psychological to a biological illness. As
a result, there is concern that categorizing tic disorders as
a mental or behavioral disorder in existing classification
schemes may have an unexpected effect of broadly
categorizing the issue as a psychological problem, and
thus result in diminished healthcare benefits and further
stigma for those with the condition.41

Specific tentative recommendations for ICD-11
and rationale
In weighing both empirical and pragmatic factors, the
WHO ICD-11 Working Group on the Classification of
Obsessive-Compulsive and Related Disorders has the
following recommendations for both the content and
placement of tic disorders within the revised classification.
Diagnoses included
The Working Group recommends that four tic disorders
be retained, and that diagnostic labels similar to those of
Rev Bras Psiquiatr. 2014;36(Suppl 1)
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DSM-5 be utilized. The four tic disorder diagnoses are
provisional tic disorder, chronic motor or vocal tic disorder,
Tourette disorder, and other specified tic disorder.
Diagnostic guidelines
The proposed ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines for provisional tic disorder, chronic motor or vocal tic disorder,
Tourette disorder, and other specified tic disorder are
listed in Table 2. As can be seen, there are two major
differences between the criteria used in DSM-5 and the
proposed guidelines. The first guideline establishes a
minimum time frame during which symptoms should
occur before a diagnosis of provisional tic disorder is
given. Specifically, the Working Group recommends that
ICD-11 include a minimum period of 2 weeks in which the
tics have been occurring on a regular basis.
Rationale. By including a relatively short minimum
time frame over which symptoms should be present, it is
expected that the likelihood of overdiagnosing provisional
tic disorder would diminish. Nevertheless, it is understood
that this 2-week requirement is arbitrary.
The second change affects the Tourette disorder
diagnosis. Specifically, the Working Group recommends
the removal of the multiple motor tic guideline. Instead, it
is recommended that the presence of one or more motor
tics and one or more vocal tics should suffice for
diagnosis of Tourette disorder.
Rationale. Although it is highly likely that a person
presenting with both motor and vocal symptoms will have

multiple forms of each, the exclusion of individuals who
may exhibit only one motor tic plus vocal symptoms does
not seem empirically warranted and makes the ICD-11
guidelines needlessly complex with respect to a Tourette
disorder diagnosis.
Placement
To enhance recognition of the disorder as well as to
recognize that various types of health care professionals
can effectively treat persons with tic disorders, it is
recommended that the tic disorders group should have
co-parent categories. Tic disorders should be categorized
in the neurological disorders category as well as the
mental and behavioral disorders category. Furthermore,
under the mental and behavioral disorders category, the
tic disorders should be categorized under both the
neurodevelopmental disorders category and the OCRD
category.

Conclusion
This article reviewed the current placement of tic
disorders across the DSM and ICD systems.
Appropriate placement, labels, and criteria for the
upcoming ICD-11 were considered. After taking into
account multiple factors, including problems with the
diagnostic labels and criteria, appropriate placement
within the ICD system, and pragmatic factors related to
diagnosis, a number of recommendations were made. It

Table 2 Differences between DSM-IV-TR, DSM-5, ICD-10, and proposed ICD-11 diagnostic criteria for tic disorders
Tourette

Persistent/chronic motor or vocal
tic disorder

Provisional/transient tic disorder

DSM-IV-TR

- Multiple motor and one or more
vocal tics at some point in illness
- Tics occur daily or periodically,
but. 1 year since onset, and no
tic-free period of more than 3
consecutive months
- Onset before 18 years
- Not caused by substance or
other condition

- One or more motor or vocal tics
present at some point, not both
motor and vocal symptoms
- Tics occur daily or periodically,
but. 1 year since onset, and no
tic-free period of more than 3
consecutive months
- Onset before 18 years
- Not caused by substance or other
condition
- No history of Tourette

- One or more motor and vocal tics
- Tics occur daily or periodically, but
for. 4 weeks and ,12 months
- Onset before 18 years
- Not caused by substance or other
condition
- No history of Tourette
- Specify if single episode or recurrent

ICD-10

- Multiple motor and one or more
vocal tics, not necessarily
occurring at the same time

- One or more motor or vocal tics,
but not both types
- Symptoms occur. 12 months

- One or more motor and/or vocal tics
- Symptoms occur ,12 months

DSM-5

- Multiple motor and one or more
vocal tics at some point in illness
- May wax and wane, but have
persisted. 1 year since onset
- Onset before 18 years
- Not caused by substance or
other condition

- One or more motor or vocal tics
present at some point, not both
motor and vocal symptoms
- May wax and wane, but have
persisted. 1 year since onset
- Onset before 18 years
- Not caused by substance or other
condition
- No history of Tourette
- Specify if motor tics only, vocal
tics only

- One or more motor and/or vocal tics
- Tics present for ,1 year since onset
- Onset before 18 years
- Not caused by substance or other
condition
- No history of Tourette or persistent
tic disorder

ICD-11 (proposed)

- One or more motor and/or
vocal tics occurring over the
same period of time
- Symptoms occur. 12 months

- One or more motor and one or
more vocal tics
- Symptoms occur. 12 months

- One or more motor or vocal tics,
but not both types
- Symptoms occur. 2 weeks and
,12 months
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is hoped that these recommended changes will result in
greater recognition and more effective treatment for
persons with tic disorders.
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